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Introduction of IRAS16293
•  IRAS 16293-2422, consisting of two 

protostars with distinct spectral line 
features, is a well known  hot corino that 
possesses many organic molecular lines 
and is great for studying thermal 
conditions of their disks. A

B



Introduction

•  It is a protostar with a 
bolometric luminosity of 32 
L↓⊙ . 
•  Embedded in a 3M↓⊙  

envelope of size ~3000AU. 
•  It is located in the nearby  
   ρ Ophiuchi star-forming 
region.



ALMA Data

Band6: 
	

Field: 2 
SPW: 1 
Central frequency: 220.182GHz 
 
 
Antennas: 16 

Band9: 
 
Field : 7 
SPW: 4 
Central frequency: 704.25GHz 
                               691.30GHz 
                               689.50GHz 
                               687.50GHz 
Antennas:13 




Image:

UVCoverage Dirty image (iteration = 0)



After self-CalibrationContinuum image



• Class 0 proto-binary system 
consists of source A & B. 
• Source A is active with 
   multiple components. 
• Source B have three obvious 

peak . 

I16293B

I16293A



Star formation for low mass star

Green et al. 2001

Early state : Class 0 
Feature: infalling 
              bipolar outflow 
	




Class 1: 
Feature:  
• mass of protostar is larger    
   than envelope. 
•  two peak in frequency diagram. 
                  


Class 2: 
Feature:  
•  temperature is higher     
     than before. 
•  stop infalling. 
•  T-Tauri star 
           



Class	3(main	sequence	star)	
Feature:	
•  Nuclear	fusion	of	hydrogen	
• More	transparent	disk	
•  Like	sun		

IRAS16293 → Class 0

Andre	et	al.	



How can I determine that IRAS16293 is a class-0 protostar?



P-Cygni profile spectrum

•  				P-Cygni	profile	is	a	combinaJon	of	features	in	a	star's	spectrum	
that	points	to	an	ouLlow	of	material	in	the	form	of	either	an	
expanding	shell	of	gas	or	a	powerful	stellar	wind.	The	P	Cygni	profile	
is	characterized	by	strong	emission	lines	with	
corresponding	blueshiRed	absorpJon	lines.	The	laSer	are	produced	
by	material	moving	away	from	the	star	and	toward	us,	whereas	the	
emission	comes	from	other	parts	of	the	expanding	shell.	



e



P-Cygni profile

Inverse P-Cygni profile

Outflow

Infall



220.166888GHz	
CH3OCHO-E 220.17757GHz	

H2CCO

220.190285GHz	
CH3OCHO-A

J.	E.	Pineda	et	al



I16293-B

Inverse P-Cygni profile

Infall

Very young star 
(class 0)

T-Tauri star

Alma	Data	fi`ng

J.	E.	Pineda	et	al



Determination of masses from thermal emission

　 Total	Flux(Jy) Mass(⊙) 

		I16293-A 1.3±	0.11 0.21 

		I16293-B 1.06±	0.15 0.26 

Assume :  It is optical thin emission. 
                 Per dust mass is 0.86𝑐𝑚↑2 𝑔↑−1  
                 Gas to dust ratio is 100

J.	E.	Pineda	et	al



Thank you!!!


